[Cloning, expression and identification of Escherichia coli LTB gene and Vibrio cholerae CTB gene].
To clone the LTB gene of E.coli and the CTB gene of V.cholerae, and to construct expression vectors of these genes. The LTB gene from E.coli strain 44815 and the CTB gene from V.cholerae strain eastern 74 were amplified by high fidelity PCR. The nucleotide sequences of the two target DNA amplification fragments were sequenced after T-A cloning. pET32a expression vectors with inserted LTB and CTB genes were constructed. The LTB and CTB fusion proteins were expressed in E.coli strain BL21DE3 inducted by IPTG at different dosages. The two expression products were identified by SDS-PAGE and G(M1)-ELISA. In comparison with the reported LTB and CTB sequences, the nucleotide sequence homologies of the cloned LTB gene and CTB gene were from 99.12% approximate, equals 99.71% and 98.54% approximate, equals 99.42%, while their putative amino acid sequence homologies were as high as 97.58% approximate, equals 99.19% and 96.77% approximate, equals 99.19%. The expression outputs of LTB and CTB fusion proteins in pET32a LTB BL21DE3 and pET32a-CTB-BL21DE3 systems were approximately 30% and 10% of the total bacterial proteins, respectively. The LTB and CTB fusion proteins were able to combine with bovine G(M1) confirmed by ELISA. The expression systems of LTB and CTB genes have been successfully established. Both the expressed LTB and CTB fusion proteins possess mucosal adjuvant immunoactivity.